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1.1 — Cyberpunks Strike Back



Geneva: March 1989



Copy & Paste problem



Making the Multiple Singular

BLOCKCHAIN (2009)


Blockchain (2009) allows for the very first time to create 
digital uniqueness. Bitcoin, with its eponymous currency, is 
the first application.



1.2 — Web3 Early Days 



From Bitcoin (2009) to Ethereum (2015)

token ico smart 
contract

dapp



From Web 1.0 to Web3

Web 1.0


CONSUME

   


information economy

Web 2.0


CREATE

   


exchange economy

Web3


OWNED

   


OWNERSHIP economy



From Web 1.0 to Web3

For the first time since 30 years of 
Web history, Web3 could deeply 
change digital business models



Web3 Roadmap

01 BITCOIN

   


→ money

02 DEFI

   


→ economy

03 NFT

   


→ OWNERSHIP

04 DAO

   


→ governance

05 DID

   


→ identity



Web3 offers a all-in-one ecosystem: a 
monetary system (Bitcoin) within a economic 
system (DeFi) to exchange digitals properties 

(NFT). All this, managed with a new governance 
system (DAO) by digital identity (DID).

Web3 System



From VR to Metaverse

+ =
WEBIMMERSION


(VR)
METAVERSE



The recent rise of VR technologies open 
the gate to metaverses: a symbiose 

between Web, gaming and VR

From VR to Metaverse



Keypoints

→ Web3 will shuffle digital economy



→ Web3 is a all-in-one system 



→ Metaverses will offer new hybrid experiences



02/

from CONCEPTUAL 
art to ECONOMY 

AS ART



2.1 — A New Land for Conceptual Art



Robert Rauschenberg, Erased de Kooning Drawing (1953)



What, When Where is Art?: Biennale.py (2001)



JODI (Joan Heemskerk et Dirk Paesmans), My%Desktop, MOMA (2002)



Copy/Paste Keyboard (2021)



2.2 — New Business Models for Art



Royalties: Traditional Art Market



Royalties: Web3



Keypoints

The challenges of NFTs does not lie in their 
transposition of the physical world but in a 
SPECIFIC digital answers and methods.



The artwork lies in the smart-contract and 
not in the tokens.
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from digital art 
to WEB3 
EXPERIENCES



3.1 — DALL.E 2 (2022): AI Media Generator



Lev Manovich: Rethinking « meta-media »

Web3 allows the development of "neo-media" 
creations that are interoperable between 

different environments and contexts.



3.2 — Botto (2021): An AI Collaborative Art Bot





Botto 2/3



Botto 3/3



3.3 — [LOSTPOETS] (2021): Gamification



[LOSTPOETS] 1/2



[LOSTPOETS] 2/2



3.4 — Nouns DAO (2021): A New Kind of Organization



Nouns DAO 1/3



Nouns DAO 1/3



Nouns DAO 3/3



The 4 Fundamental Verticals

01 ON-Chain

→ Information must be stored on-chain in order to ensure the perenity of the work



02 parametrabily

→ The artwork must offer dynamic and/or interactive features.



03 community

→The artwork encourages collective participation and community building.



04 Financialization

→ The artwork explores the relationship of art to value and/or ownership; or deploys 
complex economic mechanisms.
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FROM WEB3 TO 
SUPPLY CHAINS



4.1 — Gaming 



4.2 — Luxury 



4.3 — Food 

In Blockchain Chicken Farm, the technologist and writer Xiaowei Wang explores the political and social 
entanglements of technology in rural China. Their discoveries force them to challenge the standard idea that rural 
culture and people are backward, conservative, and intolerant. Instead, they find that rural China has not only 
adapted to rapid globalization but has actually innovated the technology we all use today.



From pork farmers using AI to produce the perfect pig, to disruptive luxury counterfeits and the political intersections 
of e-commerce villages, Wang unravels the ties between globalization, technology, agriculture, and commerce in 
unprecedented fashion. Accompanied by humorous “Sinofuturist” recipes that frame meals as they transform under 
new technology, Blockchain Chicken Farm is an original and probing look into innovation, connectivity, and 
collaboration in the digitized rural world.



FSG Originals × Logic dissects the way technology functions in everyday lives. The titans of Silicon Valley, for all their 
utopian imaginings, never really had our best interests at heart: recent threats to democracy, truth, privacy, and 
safety, as a result of tech’s reckless pursuit of progress, have shown as much. We present an alternate story, one that 
delights in capturing technology in all its contradictions and innovation, across borders and socioeconomic divisions, 
from history through the future, beyond platitudes and PR hype, and past doom and gloom. Our collaboration features 
four brief but provocative forays into the tech industry’s many worlds, and aspires to incite fresh conversations about 
technology focused on nuanced and accessible explorations of the emerging tools that reorganize and redefine life 
today.



Conclusion

Not thinking about blockchain as a technology 
of objects but as a technology of organization.





